FAMILY FIRE SAFETY

ACROSS
3 Group made up of parent(s) and children
4 Device that senses changes in something. esp. air quality
6 Two was of getting away from something that will harm
8 Young humans
12 Remove from a fixed position
13 Device that makes electricity by using chemical reactions
15 Important device care and use booklets

DOWN
1 Needs safety inspection twice a year
2 Point carefully with hope of hitting
3 You may have less than two minutes to escape if this occurs
5 Puts out fires with chemicals
7 The condition of being free or protected from harm
9 Move from side to side
10 Device that warns of danger
11 Room where meals are prepared
14 Design a program of action
FAMILY FIRE SAFETY

Solution:

```
 1 H  O  M  E
 3 F  A  M  I  L  Y
 4 D  E  T  E  C  T  O  R
 6 E  S  C  A  P  E  T
 8 C  H  I  L  D  R  E  N
 9 S  A  F  E
10 G  A
11 K  W  E
12 P  U  L  L
13 B  A  T  T  E  R  Y
14 P  S  R  C  P
15 I  N  S  T  R  U  C  T  I  O  N  S
```
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